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Crating

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eeo8HTrlN6g

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eeo8HTrlN6g




Crating

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vSQRHgnt8c&feature=relmfu

Construction lines

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PWvZsKJ3ZUA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vSQRHgnt8c&feature=relmfu
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PWvZsKJ3ZUA


MODELLING MATERIALS

Task One:

Put the modelling materials in order in your groups.

Task Two:

In your booklets fill in the missing words and sentences. 

Task Three: 

Using the information you have read complete the material questions. 



VINYL CUTTER

Using the vinyl cutter produce your name in a 8cmx 
8cm box.



CAD
Computer Aided Design

CAM
Computer Aided manufacture

Adobe Photoshop

Adobe Illustrator

Laser Cutter

Plotter (Vinyl Cutter)

3D Printer

2D design

Microsoft publisher

Google Sketch up

Put these in the correct column



Computer Aided Design Computer Aided manufacture

Google Sketch up

Adobe Illustrator

2D design

Adobe Photoshop

Microsoft publisher

Laser Cutter

Plotter(Vinyl Cutter)

3D Printer

SOFTWARE HARDWARE



















TYPOGRAPHY















LITHOGRAPHY

Lithography is mainly used by commercial 

printers, printing companies that will print 

thousands of copies of the same item, in one 
production run. Lithography machines can 

print on both sides of paper/card and they 

rely on four basic colours; yellow, cyan (type 
of blue), magenta (type of red) and black. 

This is also known as the CYMK process.









SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability and environmental issues

All products that we use have some impact upon the environment. The materials they are made from have to be 
extracted, transported, processed and manufactured.  The products are transported to the consumer and need 
to be maintained. 

New laws being introduced all the time, make designers and manufacturers increasingly consider the 
environment.  Consumers are now becoming much more aware of the choices that need to be made when 
choosing a product. 

Products that can be reused: one choice for the consumer is whether or not to buy a product that can be 
reused, or only products that can be used once. A plastic milk bottle is used once and disposed of, however a 
glass milk bottle can be reused several times. 



SUSTAINABILITY

Products that can be replaced: some products are designed so that only parts of them need to be replaced, 
this avoids having to replace the whole product. To improve the sustainability of a product, designers should 
look to decrease the number of parts to be disposed of. 

Examples of these may include shaving razors.

Other Sustainability issues

The designer, manufacturer and consumer all need to consider

the environmental impact of materials used and the processing of those

materials to make a product.:

 Are materials made from a sustainable source?

 Are huge amounts of energy needed to process materials, and transport them to the consumer?

 What happens to the material s used for the product at the end of its life cycle?



SUSTAINABILITY

Making products easier to recycle

Smart materials can be used to make products easier to take apart at the end of their lives. Shape memory polymers 
and shape memory alloys are material s that can be designed to change shape at specific temperatures. By replacing 
screws, rivets and clips with fastenings made from smart materials,  a product can be designed to fall apart, with 
different materials releasing at specific temperatures. This process is active disassembly. 

Making new products from recycled materials

When products are recycled at the end of their lives, it often 

produces a brand new material. Designers and manufacturers 

have to work together to invent new uses for these new 

materials. Examples of this may include: 

 Plastic bottles being used to make clothing. (fleeces)

 Old car tyres ground up and re-bonded to make flooring for 

children's outdoor playgrounds. 



SUSTAINABILITY

The 6Rs

Six key words summarize approaches that can be taken by the consumer, designer, manufacture, and 
retailer – the 6 Rs:

Reduce, Recycle, Reuse, Refuse, Rethink, Repair.

Reduce – consumers need to look to reduce the umber of products they buy, or consider buying products 
that use less energy. Retailers can reduce carbon emissions by transporting products straight to the 
consumer. 

Recycle – products are converted back to  their basic materials and remade into new products, product 
examples may include paper, cardboard, packaging, steel, aluminum cans, plastic bottles, glass bottles and 
jars.

Reuse – glass milk bottles are an example of a material or product that can be reused, as are printer ink 
cartridges. 

Refuse – the consumer has a choice as to whether buy the product or not.

Rethink – do consumers really need the product? Can things be manufactured differently?

Repair – designers have the responsibility to make products that can be repaired more easily. 



HARRY BECK

Harry beck designed the London underground map in 1933. Despite this 
being a very familiar image now , back in 1933 it was a very new 
concept/format for presenting geographical maps.

The map itself is not to scale but the data allows people to locate the 
position they are in, and where they are going to be next.

Becks inspiration was taken from electrical wire diagrams.

On the map different colours indicate the different underground lines, 
and standard symbols represent interchanges and stations.





PRACTICE

Draw a bus route with which you are familiar, 
in the style of Harry Becks London 
Underground map.

10 Mins



ALBERTO ALESSI - MANUFACTURER
Albert Alessi is Italian, and trained as a lawyer. He joined his family 
company making metal kitchenware for the hotel and catering trades.

He wanted to combine creativity, mass production, good design and 
craftsmanship to make well-designed products available for everyone.

Alessi did not design products himself but his design philosophy that 
started many new debates and brought about fresh ideas. 

His company developed a reputation for superior designed products. His 
designs are not simply based on function, cheaper alternatives of most 
Alessi products are available however,  as basic everyday items on the 
market, but Alessi designs will sell for more money because of the 
design. 



Philippe Starck
Lemon Squeezer

Alessandro Mendini
Corkscrews



JOCK KINNEAR & MARGARET CALVERT
Jock Kinnear & Margaret Calvert are both graphic designers.

In the late 1950’s road signs that we see today were not standard. As more people started 
to drive signs were needed to help motorists understand the roads. 

It was important that all people could understand the road signs and could see them 
clearly, without them being too distracting.

Jock Kinnear and Margaret Calvert developed a typeface that was clear and easy to read 
when driving which they called transport. 

They adopted the european idea of using pictograms instead of words to warn driver of 
hazards. Margaret Calvert took inspiration from childhood photos to create the warning 
signs. 

They are also responsible for the variation in colours used for different types of road signs, 
white letters on blue for motorways, yellow letters on green for primary roads and black 
on white for secondary roads. 





PRACTICE

Design a set of signs for departments to display in corridors at school. Include 
pictograms of the subjects in the style of Kinnear and Calvert

10 Mins

Pictograms – a 2D block-coloured picture that conveys a meaning or warning.



WALLY OLINS
Companies use graphic design to help promote their business, products and help to create 
brands and help top establish how well they are recognised to customers.  

A brand will have a visual identity such as a logo, but branding is also about the 
relationship the customer has with the product. (corporate image) They may use a simple 
phrase, initials, a logo, or a combination of these. 

Wally Olins is a brand consultant, together with a man called Michael Wolff, together they 
founded an advertising agency call ‘Wolff Olins’ which has since become a major influence 
in developing corporate images in the UK and Europe.

Olins has worked with companies such as P&O and BT 

Olins now works with charities, governments and even countries to help them not only to 
have a corporate image but also to develop identity.  





PRACTICE
Design a brand identity for yourself to help people get to know or 
understand you as a person. 

10 Mins

Branding – a logo or image associated by the public with a product.

Corporate image – The branding of a company.

Corporate identity- The qualities and values and organisation wishes to be 
associated with and recognised by.



EXPLODED DRAWINGS
Exploded views are often a good way of 
showing detail. The drawings below show two 
types of similar pens. One is a fine line felt 
pen used for drawing precise, fine lines. The 
other is a fountain pen and it is used to write 
letters etc.... Both pens have been drawn as 
‘exploded views/drawings’. In an exploded 
drawing the pens are drawn with all their parts 
disassembled (taken apart). It is important to 
recognise that all the parts are in line with 
each other, drawn usually along a centre line 
which is drawn through the centre of the 
design.



EXPLODED DRAWINGS


